Many tributes (to pay) ......................... to Steve Jobs, the co-founder of Apple who (to die) ........................ of cancer at the age of 56. President Obama (to say) ........................ the world (to lose) .............................. a visionary; his creations such as the IPod and the IPad (to transform) ......................... lives. The film producer Steven Spielberg (to describe) ....................... him as the greatest inventor since Thomas Edison.

As our Technology correspondent Rory Cellan-Jones (to report) ........................., Steve Jobs (to know + also) ....................... as “the former hippy who (to become) ....................... an abrasive manager”.

“Steve Jobs (to end) ....................... his career as perhaps the most successful businessman of his era, and today tributes (to pay ) ....................... to him by presidents, prime ministers, and business rivals, but he (to start) ....................... life as an adopted child who (to go on) ....................... to be a college drop-out. Throughout, there (to be) ....................... a single-minded determination to follow his own path.

At Apple Stores around the world, customers (to arrive) ....................... with flowers, even Ipads and Iphones (to bear) ....................... messages of sympathy. Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak (to say) ....................... he (to be surprised) ....................... by the esteem in which his former colleague (to hold) ....................... .”

2- Now check out : => http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/console/b0153yvc
cursor => 15’07 (available since Oct 7th, with 6 days left.)